Lenovo™ ThinkPad® X1 Tablet

LAPTOP, TABLET, PROJECTOR, 3D CAMERA.... YOU CHOOSE.

Next time you travel on business, there’s no need to take your Tablet and Laptop, let alone a projector for presentations. ThinkPad® X1 Tablet does it all! Customize it with optional modules like presenter, 3D imaging or productivity for additional ports, docking options, battery boost, and more. Amazingly light and thin, and with a convenient magnet-attach keyboard that looks and feels like a ThinkPad®, it takes mobile productivity to a new level.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO™ THINKPAD® X1 TABLET

Thin and light
It’s a Tablet, but also a Laptop, a Projector, and even a 3D Camera! Amazingly portable, it’s only 1.1 kg / 2.4 lbs with ThinkPad® X1 Tablet keyboard. One device with all the versatility and power to work any way you want it to.

The classic keyboard
The ThinkPad® X1 Tablet keyboard has full size ThinkPad® keyboard with trackpoint, replicating the unique ThinkPad® keystroke response. And angle adjustable with the productivity module.

Brilliantly adaptable
Expansion modules like productivity, 3D imaging, and presenter (with an integrated pico projector) provide total versatility, up to 15 hours battery life. Choose from Red, Silver or Midnight Black keyboard.

Ready for business
Touch fingerprint reader or IR camera, remote manageability with vPro®, MIL-SPEC durability and enhanced servicing make ThinkPad® X1 Tablet perfect for SMBs to large enterprises.
Lenovo™ ThinkPad® X1 Tablet

SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE

Processor
Up to Intel® Core™ m7 vPro® Processor

Operating System
Windows 10 Pro 64-bit
Windows 10 Home
Windows 8.1 Driver Support

Graphics
Intel® HD Integrated Graphics

Memory
Up to 16 GB LPDDR3

Storage
Up to 1 TB SSD

Camera / Microphone
2 MP or 8 MP with Flash 1080p IR Camera, No WiGig and No NFC® / Dual Array Microphone

Battery
Up to 15 Hours of battery life with Productivity Module
10 Hours with tablet and 5 Hours from Productivity Module

DESIGN

Display
12" FHD+ 2K (2160 x 1440) IPS, 3:2

Z-Height (mm / inches)
Tablet : 291.5 x 209.5 x 0.51"
11.45" x 8.25" x 0.2"

Keyboard : 291.5 x 209.5 x 13
11.45" x 8.25" x 0.51"

Weight
Tablet : Starting at 1.8 lbs (795 g)
Keyboard : Starting at 2.4 lbs (11 kg)

Security and Manageability
dTPM
vPro® Technology
Touch Sensor Fingerprint Reader
IR Camera, No WiGig and No NFC®

Modules
Productivity Module
5 Hours Battery Life, HDMI, OneLink+ and full size USB

Presenter Module
A 60" display from 2 Meters. Full-size HDMI® (in/out)

3D Imaging Module
Rear-facing Intel RealSense™ Camera

Keyboard / Pen
ThinkPad® Thin Keyboard / Stylus Pen

Colors
Black
Red
Silver

CONNECTIVITY

I/O (Input/Output) Ports
WiGig
1x USB 3.0
1x USB Type-C Power Delivery
Mini DisplayPort™
microSD®
Audio
Nano Sim

WLAN
2 x 2 MIMO 802.11 a/c

WWAN
Sierra Wireless EM7455 Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ X7 LTE-A
Huawei ME906s (4G LTE / 3G )

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

ThinkPad® WiGig Dock
ThinkPad® OneLink+ Dock
ThinkPad® X1 Wireless Touch Mouse
ThinkPad® X1 In-Ear Headphones

RECOMMENDED SERVICES

Lenovo® offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your ThinkPad investment. Succeed with substance and let Lenovo’s Service support you all the way.

PRIORITY TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Makes your priority, our priority. 24x7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking and escalation management services.

WARRANTY UPGRADES - ON-SITE AND NEXT BUSINESS DAY
Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair service at your place of business.

WARRANTY EXTENSIONS
(1 TO 3 YEARS TOTAL DURATION)
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment and lower the cost of ownership over time.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION
Avoid the hassle of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.

KEEP YOUR DRIVE
Ruin your drive? It should happen to fail, giving you the peace of mind to know that your valuable data is secure.

ASSET TAGGING
Systems come equipped with a professional, flexible asset tag based on your exact specifications. PCs are easily identifiable and trackable right out of the box.
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